A Courier came
into the shop…
Into the bicycle shop walks a green haired courier. He swings his
striped shoulder bag over and rips open the Velcro cover. A box of
rubber tubes – ‘sign here please’. The jeweller behind the counter
spies a curious ornament around his wrist. It’s a tiny roller chain.
‘Where’s it from? “it comes out of an old photocopy machine.” Really.
Thus begins a chain reaction. In Chain Reaction, Blanche Tilden leaves
her bench in search of jewellery in the wild. Until this point, Tilden has
been content to painstakingly translate the bicycle chain into sleek
body ornaments. To supplement her wonderfully handmade chains,
she begins to investigate the life of chains in both the hard edged
worlds of manufacturing and elusive turns of phrase in everyday
language. Her interests have transcended the roller chain as a purely
formal device and embrace its place in the world.

What Tilden displays for us in the gallery are the treasures of her
research. Miniature modifies the packaging chain bound with titanium
for tender wrists and necks. ‘Cute.’ Value Added transforms bicycle
chains into beauty accessories. ‘Sassy.’ Speed dramatises the chains
role by breaking the loop with a tail. ‘Deadly’. And Bureaucracy
transforms the chain conceptually from a mechanical device to
a metaphorical apparatus. 324 plates, each drilled, hand cut, filed
polished and anodised, branch off one another to give semblance
to the decision making rituals of government. Wouldn’t we like
to see the Lord Mayor wear one of these as the official chain of
office? ‘Super.’
So what is going on here? Are we being offered a kind of fancy dress,
in which we can sport the conceit of transforming ordinary objects
into precious jewels? Is Chain Reaction a political statement about the
need to conserve our resources by recasting remnants of industry
into new uses?
These may seem heavy-handed questions. They have little to say about
the sensory pleasures of Tilden’s jewellery. These enquiries don’t
touch on the perfect finishes in her links, or the way they have been
beautifully proportioned for wear. The questions don’t relate
to the wonderful play of pooling a necklace chain into your palm,
listening to the pretty tinkle of Pyrex.
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Can the photocopier chain become a jewellery item? Not really.
As steel it is made to be lubricated and will thus eventually rust on
an acidic human body. Perhaps there are similar chains in circulation
that are more durable. A persistent round of phone calls locates
a supply of medical machinery, where chains that work equipment
for packaging medicines are fabricated in stainless steel. They need
to be sterilised in boiling water. Truly.

Yet even on the level of pleasures, Tilden’s pieces touch on experiences
that go beyond jewellery. We are networked beings who enjoy the
flow of information through our veins. We are the sprockets and
information is our chain. We quickly pass on the email virus warning.
We enjoy receiving and spreading ‘the goss’. We look for a familiar
face in the crowd. We feed the ticket barriers in train stations. We like
things that go beep.
Of course, it is easy to be critical of these pleasures – they can appear
as forces of blind conformity that tie us to the latest bandwagon.
Yet this would deny our intrinsic nature as members of a collective
being. Better to celebrate the tribe, than draw across the curtains
of romanticism. Better to join the chorus, than mumble dissent.
Better to make applause, than sit on both hands.
Yet neat as this may be, there is one work of Tilden’s that doesn’t
seem to conform to the trend. Stiff Link deliberately undermines
the virtue of chains as frictionless translators of energy. Tilden
incorporates grit into one of the links so that it might take a stable
form. In a subtler way, she reminds us that the body is not a bicycle
frame – it has flash as well as bones. Resistance can actually be
productive in holding a shape on the body. Sometimes we just don’t
fit in. ’Bugger.’
These are some of the mysteries in Tilden’s jewellery. She gives
metal the capacity to flow. She elaborates the chain as a device for
understanding ourselves. And, classically, she ornaments function.
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